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Expand your career options with the
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors
• 12 month program to completion
• No work experience required
JOIN US FOR AN INFORMATION
SESSION ON MAY 19TH.
6-7 p.m. in Pigott 416
RSVP: www.seattleu.edu/brmbaRSVP
For more information, contact John Merle
at merlej@seattleu.edu.
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NEWS
THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
ROBIN WILLIAMS PASSES AWAY (AUGUST
2014)
Best known for his optimistic comedy and outra-
geous characters, Robin Williams was found dead
in his home on Aug. 11,2014. Playing roles in mov-
ies like “Good Morning Vietnam” and “The Dead
Poet Society’’ he inspired thousands of comedians
and millions offans. He was 63-years-old when he
died. _____
EBOLA CONCERNS IN U.S. (SEPTEMBER 2014)
Amid tragic deaths in West Africa, concerns were
raised over the safety of U.S. citizens as Eric Dun-
can died in Texas from Ebola. Returning from a
trip to Liberia, he was released from the hospital
after his initial examination and then readmitted
when his condition worsened. Ebola still continues
to affect many regions of West Africa, yet is being
fought by efforts from African governments and
the World Health Organization.
THE CONTINUED RISE OF THE ISLAMIC STATE
After its initial rise to power in early 2014, the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria continued to seize
territory in Iraq, Syria, Libya and Lebanon. The
terrorist group has continued to spread instability
in an already unstable region. Recently it gained
notorietyfor theirbeheadings of journalists and aid
workers from the U.S., Europe and Japan.
EVENTS IN FERGUSON IGNITE BLACK
LIVES MATTER MOVEMENT (AUGUST 2014)
After the fatal shooting ofMichael Brown on Aug.
9 2014, a nationwide movement began that aimed
to not only promote the innate value of all lives, but
also to shine more light on institutional injustice.
The Black Lives Matter movement held rallies and
protests throughout the year. On Nov. 24, 2014 the
St. Louis Grand Jurydecided not to convict Officer
Darren Wilson for the shooting, sparking protest
and riots in Ferguson. On March 4, the U.S. De-
partment of Justice cleared Wilson of civil rights
violations, stating his actions were in self-defense.
GOP SURGES FORWARD IN MIDTERM
ELECTIONS (NOVEMBER 2014)
In a massive mobilization at the polls, the
Republican Party gained the four key Senate seats
they needed to gain full control over the Senate.
This is the first time there has been a GOP Senate
since 2006, and now both U.S. legislative bodies
have republican majorities.
CHARLIE HEBDO MASSACRE (JANUARY2015)
After the Jan. 7 massacre of 12 members of the
French satirical magazine, Charlie Hebdo, the
slogan “Je suis Charlie,” or I am Charlie, began to
create a movement for freedom of the press. From
West Europe to the West Coast, demonstrations
were held, and journalists spoke out in support
of the magazine and their right to free speech.
However, the movement also sparked criticism
and controversy over the treatment of Muslim
immigrant populations as well as the limits of
free expression in how it may further marginalize
certain groups.
SCOTLAND REJECTS INDEPENDENCE
REFERENDUM (SEPTEMBER 2014)
In a 55-45 vote, Scotland rejected a referendum for
independence from Great Britain. The vote itself
has long historical lines, as it was the first official
political disturbance ofthe 307 year union between
the UK and Scotland.
CUBA-AMERICA RELATIONS BEGIN TO
NORMALIZE (DECEMBER 2015)
On Dec. 17, 2014 President Obama announced
that steps would be taken to restore full diplomacy
with Cuba. This move ended 50 years of frozen
and oftentimes hostile relations between the two
nations. Both Cuban President Raul Castro and
President Obama have been in conversation since
then, discussing the history and shared future of
their nations.
BECK WINS ALBUM OF THE YEAR
(FEBRUARY 2015)
Despite Kanye’s protests, musician and songwriter
Beck won the best album award in the 57th
Annual Grammy Awards. Competing against
Beyonce’s self-titled album, Ed Sheeran’s “X,” and
Pharell Williams’ “G.I.R.L.,” his album “Morning
Phase” received the award and praise from other
musicians. As Prince put it, this album shows that
“albums still matter.”
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ADJUNCT FACULTY PROTESTS (FEBRU-
ARY/APRIL 2015)
Two major protests occurred on campus this year,
both questioning employment conditions and
working rights at Seattle University. The first, on
Feb. 25, was the adjunct faculty walk out day, a na-
tionwide event that aimed to bring notoriety to the
difficult situation ofadjunct professors. The second,
on April 15 was part of another nationwide march
for workers’ rights. Adjunct professors on campus
are still pushing for the right to unionize.
GUEST OP-ED: MERGER PAUSE ONLY THE START
Tesi Uwibambe, Junior
Michele Murray on behalf of the Division of Student Development stated, “We
are pausing the conversation about merging OMA and ISC,” in an email sent
last Friday, May 29. You may have seen the marches, attended a town hall or
two,, or even been genuinely a part of the conversation and efforts concerning
the merger of the Office ofMulticultural Affairs and the International Student
Center. But I will not use this space to talk about the technicalities ofthe merger,
or the administrations views but rather, about the students who identify with
marginalized identities, which these two offices are meant to serve. This is not an
explanation for the student actions against the mergerbut rather some insight into
a fight for empowerment and assertion of presenceand voice at Seattle University.
As a person who is both an international student as well as a student of color,
I have found a sense of comfort in both the ISC and OMA spaces and programs.
However, as ablack student therewas always something missing, and it took some
time to realize that I didn’t have a space at the ISC to address myneeds as a black
person and as a black woman. That’s where OMA came in. It gave me the space
I needed to talk about race issues that other students found uncomfortable, to
find people who knowhow to do my hair and most importantly, to never have to
explain what it’s like not-tobelong, not to feel safe, and not to be acknowledged
on this predominantly white campus.
There’s safety, love, joy, depth, conflict andpowerful discussion that are enclosed
in the tangible spaces of OMA and ISC. So when the merger was announced not
too far from the end of the school year, it should not be a surprise that students
of color, LGBTQ students, LGBTQ students ofcolor and international students
felt once again ignored and shut out from a campus that is meant to serve them,
and the rest of the population equally. There was anger, resentment, bitterness
and even justplain detachmentafter therealization that the spaces they treasure
as abreakfromexternal oppressions were being moved and rearranged without
their consent or involvement.
Students a part of OMA and ISC do want changes to their spaces, to their
programsand to the institution about how race, gender, internationaland LGBTQ
matters are addressed. But they want tobe a part of the conversation that speaks
to these changes. A student of color, passionate about the true meaning of racial
and social justice, emphasized that the students against the mergerare not against
change but are for “change that comes from all of us.”
The initial feelings about the merger brought about action, some of which
BALTIMORE RIOTS (APRIL 2015)
On April 12, Freddy Grey, a 25-year-old African-
American was injured after being arrested by police
in Baltimore. He died from his wounds seven days
later. On May 1, his death was ruled a homicide,
and the six officers involvedwere convicted. Peace-
ful protests followed the verdict, yet instances of
civil unrest became more and more common. As
riots began to break out, over 20 policemen were
wounded, 250 citizens were arrested and was called
a state of emergency.
were looked at as too radical, exclusive and aggressive for something that just
concerns this small university. The students against this merger, however, see it
as a perpetuation of what it is like in the “real world” where white, heterosexual
supremacy addresses colored, international and LGBTQ needs. Although the
leadership in the Division of Student Development is made up of different
people ofcolor and even LGBTQ identities, the system they serve may not be as
sympathetic to theemotional needs ofthese groups as they are considerate of the
monetary needs of the institution. I strongly believe that these emotionalneeds
that affect academic growth and graduation—the latter of which the institution
and Student Development cares about immensely—can only be addressed-if they
involve the students they are meant to support. The merging of OMA and ISC
spaces is not unique to Seattle U but is something that has occurred across the
country, which students have fought against before (See Administrators Delay
Int’l House-MCC merger’ published on the Duke Chronicle). The actions our
students have employed to pause the merger are actions they view through love,
and actions with the intent to involve more students who should voice their
opinions about alternatives to the spaces that serve their identities.
A tangible space and the energythat comes with itis something that should not
be taken for granted. The work and time put into addressing this merger shows
how much these spaces mean to students regardless ofwhether the group is made
up of 10, 20 or 100 students. Their opinions matter and their voices should be
heard. I have mentioned students of color, LGBTQ students, LGBTQ students
of color and international students because of OMA and ISC, but the students
with disabilities, the mothers, the parents and so many more students a part of
this campus are not heard because they are few in number. But this does not
mean that their needs should not count, or should count for less. The rallying,
conversations and communitybuilding around and against this merger were for
marginalized students to be heard because they matter, because they are visible
and because they are powerful and it’s time that everyone else knows it.
The editor may be reached at editor@su-spectator.com
June 5. 2015
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY BECOMES SMOKE-FREE
On July 1, the university will fully enact a tobacco-
free campus wide policy after years ofdevelopment
and planning. The policy came after a 2012
initiative from the student government. Several
committees formed to address the possibility of a
tobacco free campus. The Tobacco-Free Campus
Exploration Committee reported its findings earlier
this year, and Referendum 901 for a tobacco free
policy passed by popular vote. The committee will
continue to monitor student opinion and reaction
to this change.
Jason may be reached at jbono@su-spectator.com
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PETITIONERS SEEK ADJUNCT FACULTY RIGHTS
Jason Bono
Staff Writer
Afterwaiting in the hallway on the first
floor of the Administration building,
a small group of faculty, students,
community organizers and activists
made their way into the presidents
office to deliver a petition for just
employment practices.
The document, with over 500
signatures from students, staff,
faculty and community members,
is a continuation of the efforts for
unionization and recognition by
adjunct faculty and other members of
Seattle University. The petition calls
for all Jesuit universities to adopt fair
employment practices. They call for
the practice of mission values, which
these signees believe uphold the ideas
of justice in all aspects, including
labor rights.
Just 30 minutes before the
conversation inthe president’s office, a
lecture on just employment was given
by Fr. John Morris ofSt. Mary’s College
of California. As both a Catholic
theologian currently involved inunion
negotiations at St. Marys College of
California and a former Seattle U
student, Morris believes that these
values are incredibly important for
Jesuit universities. Just over a dozen
in number, the people assembled were
among many who have called for
unionization and fair labor practices
at Seattle U. In his speech, Morris
called to the inherent Catholic values
in laborrights.
“The person takes presidence over
everything else,” he said.
Calling on the teachings of Pope
Leo XIII and Saint Ambrose, Morris
explained that in Catholic theology,
workers’ rights are part of a long
tradition. In his lecture he pointed
out how the idea of work has always
included the whole person in
religious thought, and always put the
person first. On top of this, Morris
explained that unions have been seen
as beneficiaries ofthe common good,
and have a long history in theological
ethics. He ended by quoting a verse
from Matthew in the New Testament.
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Michael Ng, Louisa Edgerly, and Theresa Earenfight were among the professors and faculty present at Fr. Morris’ talk on
building equality between professors in the academic world.
“You know that the rulers of the
Gentiles lord it over them, and their
great men exercise authority over
them. It is not this way among you,”
Morris said.
This message of connecting the
struggle for just employment with
the values of justice and supporting
the whole person resonated with
adjunct professor of history, Michael
Ng. He sees this message of just
employment as important for Seattle
U. Ng saw the invitation of Morris
and the meeting with President
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J. as
essential steps.
“This was an attempt at a positive
engagement that was not angry,”
Ng said. “It was very civil... Father
Sundborg met with us and spoke to
us very civilly, we spoke to him very
civilly, and we want more of that.”
As this month marks theanniversary
of the official beginning for the
movement of faculty unionization,
Ng talked about the hope he and
fellow faculty share. He sees faculty
unionization as a step towards a better
campus, one with a more meaningful
shared governance.
“This is an old idea, that faculty
shouldn’t just be a part of the
educational environment but that we
should be running the university in
partnership with the administration,”
Ng said.
For senior psychology major
Douglass Coleman, labor rights
are all too real. Growing up with a
single mother who struggled finding
work and providing for her family,
labor justice is incredibly important
to him. As one of the members of
the small group that read a prepared
statement, he got involvedbecause he
believes in the right to live, not just to
work-to-live.
“I think that Seattle University
needs to be a shining example, and
make sure that they’re paying all of
their laborers a fair and equitable
wage,” Coleman said.
Ng shared this sentiment of
wanting to be leaders on this issue. He
wants Seattle U to join the ranks of
universities like the.University of San
Francisco or Georgetown University,
which have not only engaged in a
conversation about just employment,
but have also followed through with
recognition and legislation.
Moreover, Ng wanted there to be
more open and direct communication
between the administration and
faculty. This -is something Morris
spoke to, calling on the Pope Leo
XIII’s idea of an obligation for both
workers and employers to remain
in civil conversation. As the school
year draws to a close, Ng expressed
the hope that the conversation will
become more open in the future.
Jason may be reached at
jbono@su-spectator.com
MORE TREASURE THAN TRASH IN STUDENTS’ DORMS
Lena Beck
StaffWriter
By this point ofthe year ifyou’re living
in a dorm, you’re probably starting to
look around and give your room that
soft appraisal of dismay. Shaking your
head in mild horror you ask yourself,
“How did I accumulate all of this
stuff?” and then worse, “What the
heck am I going to do with it?”
As you sift through your room
you’re likely to find impulse buys from
Value Village that you no longer think
were a good idea, books that you’re
pretty sure aren’t yours, and half-used
shampoobottles that don’t necessarily
make good garbage, but that you can’t
take on the plane.
Move out week at Seattle University
is when the trash piles rise beyond
belief as people pack up only what
they want to, or can, takehome.
As a result, many of these move-out
casualties end up in the garbage can.
But as many students are finding out,
this doesn’t have to be the case.
National Public Radio recently
published a story about DePauw
University in Indiana where the
same thing was happening. Many
useful things were being tossed out
in the hustle and bustle of move-out.
To deal with this they came up with
a program, wherein donated items
would be relocated to a barn, so that
families in the community could take
their pick of what they needed. Six
years into the program, the donation
center is helping dozens of families.
Sophomore Lauren McCann sought
to do something similar at the end of
her freshman year. Knowing that she
had a lot ofextra laundry soap,but that
she didn’t want to bring it home on
the plane, she thought about starting
a laundry soap drive. She figured that
everyone could compile their yet-
unfinished laundry detergent, and
they could give it to an organization
that helped people get their
laundry done.
But upon inquiry, she found that
many organizations can’t take opened
containers. So she had to abandon
her idea.
On her part, it was not a lack of
desire to do something effective with
her unwanted items, but a lack of
available information about how she
could do it.
“I’m sure there are lots of churches,
and different services that could use
these type[s] of donations, I just don’t
know where they are,” McCann said.
As we come down to the end of
the
year, Seattle University Housing
and Residence Life is emphasizing
that in the move-out process, there is
a variety of useful options for nearly
everything that students might feel
inclined to throwaway.
As usual, there will be several
donationsites outside of the residence
halls. Thebig blue bins fromNorthwest
Center are already up, and they only
take clothes. Therewill also be piles for
other donate-ables, including food, to
go to places like St. Vincent De Paul
and Northwest Harvest.
There will even be places to donate
partial hygiene materials.
But just because there are great
options available, doesn’t mean that
students will take full advantage of
them. This can be for a variety of
reasons. Students, for example, might
not know they even exist.
Resident Assistant Maddie Olson
said that if
you
have
any questions
about what you can do with the
things you don’t want, you should
ask your RAs.
“Always ask yourRAs ifyou’re unsure
of what you can donate, because
chances are, you can,” Olson said.
According toHousingand Residence
Life Associate Director Tim Albert,
another reason students might not
dispose of their items in the best way
possible is that they will wait too
long to pack up, and not have time
June 5. 2015
to carefully consider their options.
He encourages starting the move out
process early and in pieces, so that
your things can either go to people
who could use them, or are disposedof
properly. His biggest piece of advice?
“Start bringing it down a little bit
before,” Albert said.
When students are pressed for time,
Albert said they throw away things
that could be donated or recycled.
They are stressing reusing and
recycling at Housing, and Albert said
not to be intimidated by full-looking
recycling bins.
Lena may be reached at
lbeck@su-spectator.com
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STUDENT VOICES PAUSE OMA/ISC MERGER
Areesa Somani
Volunteer Writer
In an email sent to Seattle University
students and faculty on May 29, Vice
President of Student Development
Michele Murray announced that
the proposed merger of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs and the
International Student Center will be
paused for further consideration.
Students have expressed concern
about the merger in various town hall
meetings and open forums over the
past couple of months. Their efforts
culminated in a protest last week.
A sea of Seattle U students gathered
to protest the proposed merger of
the Office of Multicultural Affairs
and the International Student Center
on Tuesday, May 26. The protesters
gathered at the flagpole and marched
through the upper mall, lower mall
and past the administration building
where a signed statement was
delivered. They ended their protest at
the Student Center outside the Officeof
Student Development with a series of
student speakers.
Senior Satya Surekha rallied the
protesters in her speech with a call
to action.
“I want to remind you that every
single one of us has a stake in this
fight if we want to see a truly just
and humane campus,” she said. “We
not only need your support and
the administrations, but we want
you to actively fight this injustice
alongside us.”
According to Seattle U students
and administration, the Office and
Multicultural Affairsand International
Student Center merger comes in
response to university budget cuts.
The proposed merger would integrate
the OMA and ISC into a single
student development office. While the
OMA lounge would remain a student
space, the office portion would be re-
assigned as the Center of Transitions.
The proposed changes would also
result in the dissolution of Sabina
Neem’s position as associate director
of OMA. Beyond that, current OMA
Director Tiffany Gray would become
8 NEWS
the executive director of the merger
and current ISC Director Ryan Green
would sign on as the associate director.
Students protested the merger on
grounds of injustice, arguing that the
merger will dissolve essential student
resources that provide services to
underrepresented students. Junior
Class Representative Manuel Sigiienza
said that the proposed merger will
negatively impact all Seattle U
students, not just those who utilize
OMA and ISC resources.
“This merger affects everyone
because it permeates ignorance on
campus and makes things hard for
people of color, undocumented
students, international students,
LGBTQ+ students and many
other groups that are already
underrepresented on campus,”
Sigiienza said.
These two offices have long played
a part in the cultural development of
the student body. Since its founding,
the OMA has provided a wide variety
of resources to support holistic
student development and has long
provided dialogue programs, summer
immersions, and social justice
trainings to assist undocumented
students, students of color, and
LGBTQ+ students. OMA also works
closely with other campus agencies
such as the Student Center and the
Writing Center in order to connect
KYLE KOTANI • VOLUNTEER PHOTOGRAPHER
More than 50 students marched to protest the university merger ofOMA and ISC.
students with programs and services
to foster the increasing diversity of the
student body.
The ISC has also become a force
of cultural understanding through
its opportunities for dialogue
between domestic and international
members of the student body.
Additionally, the ISC has become
instrumental in providing assistance
to international students in matters
pertaining to immigration, student
visas, document certification, and
employment authorization.
According to SGSU Multicultural
Representative Monica Chan, the
university’s intentionto merge the two
offices was not clearly communicated
to the student body.
“I went to the two initial town halls
and it was simply a conversation
and not a presentation,” she said. “It
was not communicated clearly or
directly that these two offices would
be merged.”
In an official resolution, SGSU
officials echoed this sentiment in
a call for the postponement of the
OMA and ISC merger, saying: “The
timing of the announcement left little
opportunity for students to share
their valuable input about their vision
for this institution. Because of this,
we call for a postponement of the
merger of OMA and ISC in order to
adequately address the outpouring of
student concern.”
In a vote held by SGSUs
representative assembly, the
resolution was unanimously passed
and forwarded on to Seattle U
administration, including President
Fr. Stephen Sundborg, S.J., Dean of
Students Darrell Goodwin and Vice
President for Student Development
Michele Murray.
It seems that the student body and
SGSU’s call to action have been heard.
In a statement issued by Murray,
the student body was notified of the
administrations decision to postpone
the OMA and ISC merger.For the time
being, the two offices will continue to
function separately.
OMA Director Tiffany Gray will
develop an exploratory committee
for recommendations on how
international students, students of
color, undocumented students, queer
students and transgender students can
be better served in the future.
There is more work to be done, but
one thing is clear: they rallied to be
heard—and they were.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
STRONG WRITER, STRONG EDITOR: MELISSA LIN
Siri Smith
Staff Writer
At the last Spectator meeting of
the year, outgoing Editor in Chief
Caroline Ferguson looks on as Melissa
Lin leads her first Spectator meeting
as the paper’s new leader. >
Ferguson, who will be graduating
with a Humanities for Teaching
degree later this month, joined the
Spectator as a volunteer writer her
freshman year and came on as a staff
writer shortly after.
She continued on through the fall
of her sophomore year. The following
quarter, Ferguson was promoted to
a news editor position replacing an
editor who was studying abroad. She
continued the remainder of the school
year in that position. Her junior year,
she held the position ofcopy chief and
managing editor.
During Fergusons time as editor
in chief, she has concentrated on
accuracy of facts in the articles. She
has altered the way that assignment
meetings are done, so that everyone
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • PHOTO EDITOR
on the staff—editors, writers,
photographers and designers—have
more of an equal footing, making
the process more educational and
more collaborative.
These are all changes that Lin hopes
to continue next year in her new role.
In her writing, her style and
her approach, she always strives
to be innovative.
She is a strong writer, who in turn
became a keen editor, taking full
charge of every article she wrote or
assigned. Always paying attention
to the finer details of more sensitive
issues, she stands on her own and is
ready to make desicive calls. A leader
above all else, Melissa has the full
backing of her staff as she connects
personally with them.
Those are some reasons why Lin will
make a great editor in chief next year.
Yet on top of this, Lin has big plans
for the Spectator.
Ferguson has made an effort to
include as many different voices as
possible in the paper, and Lin wants to
concentrate on this even more.
“I want to lift up [marginalized]
voices that relate to my different
inter-sectionalities and do justice to
other people,” Lin said.
Lin, a first-generation Taiwanese-
American, is passionate about social
justice. In fact, it’s abig reason why she
chose to come to Seattle U.
“It produces a lot of well-rounded
people who go out and do great things
in a variety of different realms,” Lin
said. “I was also really attracted to
how civically involved the majority of
people are [on campus].”
Her passion for social justice and
love for storytelling are what drove
her to want to become a journalist.
“Journalism can do a lot of good,”
Lin said. “It can also do a lot of harm
if not done properly, but I want to
contribute to the good.”
Her ladder up the Spectator has
been a peculiar one. Her sophomore
year, she was a volunteer writer and
was hired as a staffwriter this past fall
quarter. It is unusual that a volunteer
writer steps into an editing role so
quickly, but when the Spectator
June 3. 2015
needed a second news editor this
winter, Lin was an obvious choice. She
has been working as news editor for
the majority of her junior year, and
tackled it solo this past quarter.
This year, Lin said, she has
received significant support from her
colleagues, who made her feel more
secure in questioning the things she
cared about, especially injustice.
“My favoritepart ishowempowering
it has been,” Lin said.
She’s motivated to continue asking
tough questions, and she hopes to
pursue stories that matter to Seattle U
students, and to her.
“I just want to seek out more
nuanced perspectives of injustices felt
on a cultural, social, and institutional
level,” she said.
Working at the Spectator has
allowed her to explore ways in which
she can use her intersecting identities
to her advantage. Lin’s time here has
made her more aware of the implicit
assumptions she makes of others, and
she has learnedto constantly challenge
those assumptions.
Her capacity for self-reflection
and her ability to produce quality
work has not gone unnoticed by
her predecessor.
“I feel really confident that she will
do me proud next year,” Ferguson said.
Outside of the Spectator, Lin has
also served in a leadership position
for International Club. And when she
is not busy putting her heart into a
story, Lin uses her spare time to play
a number of Chinese instruments,
including the Gu-Zheng (a Chinese
harp) and the Pi-Pa (the Chinese lute).
In any case, next year’s leader of the
Seattle U Spectator is bound to make
an impact.
Siri may be reached at
ssmith@su-spectator.com
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Onlymortals suffer. Store canned foods. - Greenday Nadal. They all have this is common.
JA SAGITTARIUS ¥ PISCES Trf GEMINI Vn VIRGO
tT* 11/22-12/21 2/20-3/20 JU4 5/22-6/21 8/23-9/22
One fish, two fish, red fish, you’ve Don’t suck lemons. Succeed. Don’t go to the mall. There are blood- Mercury is out of retrograde, C street
always been my bestfriend, Tony. thirstyrobots on
the loose. will run out of gatorade.
SUDOKU THE 10
10 THINGS TO WRITE
ON YOUR GRAD
CAP
© “HIRE ME”
OYour
student loan
debt number
©“Is it too
late to
change my major?”
o “What is search?”
©“Bring back the cobra
lounge!”
e ‘Is this compostable?”
O
c
‘Buy my used text
books”
0“Your mom made me
wear this”
0“A11 1 got was this
stupid hat”
o “Only 15
credits left!”
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eddoMfpkfam what tojee and do
Anotheryear has come and gone. We, the editors of the Spectator, have tried our best to bring
our Seattle University community relevant, engaging, thought provoking, and entertaining
coverage throughout the year. We realize that many will remain in Seattle during the summer
at a time when the Spectator will be on pause until the start of the next academic year. But,
we will not leave you hanging. Here are our top picks for what to do until then. See you later.
—Bianca Sewake, outgoing Online Content Editor & Managing Editor
misrfflMiTMii
Seattle Art Museum | June 18 - Sept. 7
Wearing a mask isn't always a bad thing. Disguise:
Masks & Global African Art, will consider the past,
present and future of disguise. The exhibition will
include 50 masks, 10 costumes and 100 objects that
show the evolution of disguise in the contemperary
African and diaspora contexts. With both startling
and joyful but also serious and menacing works, the
exhibit shows that sometimes the best way to deal
♦
with the unexplained is by organizing a masquerade.
—Melissa Lin
HIKE THE STATE
Seattle REI | June 17 | 6:00 p.m. -8:30 p.m.
It's like speed dating. Learn about new hiking trails
across the state of Washington. You'll have seven
minutes learning about a region and then you'll be
off to learn about another one. Hiking enthusiasts
and seasoned hikers are all welcomed. Meet fellow
hikers. Exchange stories. Who knows? You just
might even create your own hiking crew for the
summer. That'll be fun. RSVP online at wta.org.
—Bianca Sewake
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JOIN it BOOK CLUB
Various times and locations
You know how everyone always says they would
love to read for pleasure, but they just have too
many assigned readings to manage? Well, summer
is starting and your excuse has officially left the
building. This city has a slew of book clubs, which
can be found via the networking site Reader's
Circle or Seattle Public Library's reading group
calendar. Here's to a long, lazy, literary summer.
—Caroline Ferguson
SUMY SAILING
South Lake Union | Sunday | 10 a.m.
Boats abound on Sundays in Lake Union, and you
could play captain. Take to the beautiful waters off
the edge of Gas Works Park and explore the first
of Seattle's most beloved blue holes. There are
sailboats and steamboats and electric boats and
paddle boats, and you could get a free ride in any of
them! Every Sunday at 10 a.m. sign-ups open, and
they go quick. Get there early for a boat-load of fun.
More info here: https://cwb.org/events/cast-off/
—Mason Bryan
DIMTFANTASIA”
AT SEATTLE SYMPHOSY
Benaroya Hall | June 26-27 | 8 p.m.
For our generation, there are few childhood images
more iconic than Mickey Mouse in his red robe
and sorcerer's hat. The image comes from Disney's
"Fantasia," a classic film featuring eight animated
segments set to classical music masterpieces. This
summer, our own Seattle Symphony is bringing
to life the musical magic and childhood charm of
"Fantasia" with a live performance of the film's
most memorable moments—all while the movie
is projected on a big screen behind the orchestra.
—Maggie Molloy
TANABATA FESTIVAL
Seattle JapaneseGarden | July 11111:00a.m.-3:00 p.m.
In Japan, the Tanabata Festival aka Star Festival
celebrates the legend of two separated lovers.
They are represented by two stars that only meet
once a year in July. Make origami and hang it
on the bamboo by the garden gates to join the
celebration of this magical, and fleeting, moment.
—Bianca Sewake
ALKI BEACH
Pick a sunny day, and go
Pack up the car with all of your friends and head
south, then west. Your first destination: Alki
Beach. There, you and the buddies can frolic
around a white sand beach, twinkle your toes in
the ice cold Sound, and bare witness to a classic
Seattle portrait. Take a moment to Snapchat
the moment and let the non-Seattle world
know that, yes, this city does indeed have it all.
—Mason Bryan
awl! tiii i nnaw
SUPS SLIDE
July | Downtown
A thousand foot slip n' slide straight down the
tubes of Downtown? What else could you need?
As long as you're three feet and ten inches tall,
you're set. They give you a mouth guard and swank
tattoo for tearing it down Seattle's famous hills on
your own personal floatie. The $30 price tag might
seem a little steep but that's good for a few runs
throughout the day. But apparently it's dangerous
if you're pregnant, so maybe take it slow? If that's
possible, I dunno, either way it sounds like a
soaking way to handle that Seattle summer sun.
—Connor Cartmill
LASER LIGHT SHOW
Various Times | Laser Dome, Pacific Science Center
It's time for you to experience music in a whole new
light. At 80 feet in diameterand with 15,000 wattsof
digital sou nd, the Laser Dome at Pacific Science Center
will stun you with brilliant laser imagery performed
I ive a long with you r favorite tunes. Theyhave a variety
of shows to choose from every day, so whether
you're into The Beatles, Daft Punk, Pink Floyd, or
Michael Jackson, it is guaranteed that you will listen
to—and see—your favorite artists like never before.
—Melissa Lin
FREMONT SOLSTICE FAIR
Downtown Fremont | June 19-21 | All Day
If it's the longest day of the year, you might as
well make it a good one. Spend your 16 hours of
daylight (per day!) at the Fremont Solstice Fair
soaking up arts and crafts, live music, and even
a Dog Parade. Yes, a Dog Parade. And if canines
aren't your thing, fear not: the festival also features
a Solstice Parade and a Naked Bike Parade. For
those of you otherwise opposed to parades, the
weekend-long celebration also includes yoga, art
car shows, and genuinely happy summer vibes. Bianca may be reached at
—Maggie Molloy bsewake@su-spectator.com
June 5, 2015
SEATllE HOOPS PRO AM
June and August | SPU's Royal Brougham Pavilion
If you love basketball and live in Seattle but haven't
attended the Seattle Basketball Pro-Am, something
is wrong. Over the summer, several of the Emerald
City's local NBA players descend upon SPU to ball
out on some of the best players in the north west.
What's your preference? Jamal Crawford shakin'
n' bakin' cashing pull up 3's, or NBA dunk contest
champion Zach Levine flushing tomahawks. The
Seattle Pro-Am has it all for 5 bucks at SPU's cozy gym.
—Connor Cartmill
mmi
South Lake Union | August 15-16 | Time TBD
Seattle's food truck fest has relocated from
Cal Anderson Park to South Lake Union, and
they're expecting their biggest bash yet. Vendor
applications are still being accepted, so keep
checking in at seattlestfoodfest.com to see what
culinary delights will await at this year's festival.
—Caroline Ferguson
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FINEARTS SENIORS, IT'S OUR HONORTO SHOWCASEYOU
Vikki Avancena
Staff Writer
This month, six of Seattle University’s
top artists are graduating—but before
they enter the professional art world,
you still have one more chance to see
their work on campus. Next Friday is
the annual Fine Arts Departmental
Honors Showcase, featuring works by
exemplary seniors majoring in the arts.
Thisyears event featuressix seniors from
varying artistic disciplines presenting
their individual Fine ArtsDepartmental
Honors Theses.
“The best part about it is seeing
the students take charge of their own
education and culminating their
interests and desires after graduation
to create this farewell piece, which
says ‘this is who I am as an artist
and this is the mark I want to leave
at Seattle University” said Fine Arts
Administrative AssistantMiles Schlagel.
The Honors Showcase is on Friday,
June 12. The event begins with a visual
arts opening by David Strand and
Aaron Klouzal in the Kinsey Gallery at
6 p.m. followed by music performances
by pianist Maggie Molloy, cellist Aaron
Hauser, vocalist Iwie SheUhorn and
actress Meme Garcia in the Lee Center
for the Arts. The showcase is open
through June 19.
Strand and Klouzal are also revealing
theircollaborative piece on June 6 at
Factory on Capitol Hill at 4
The Spectator sat down witnthe
departmental honors students to find,,
out about their individual projects:
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
David Strand (pictured) and Aaron Klouzal’s exhibition “Queer Peelings” will be
on display on June 6 at The Factory.
DAVID STRAND
Visual Arts and English Creative Writing
Fine Arts Departmental Honors Project:
“Queer Feelings” in collaboration with Aaron Klouzal, “Prismatic Ecology”
individually
“With a sense of spontaneity and variability, I make paintings and collages
that seek to evoke the idiosyncrasies of desire through the language of color.
Saturated, soaked and stained, these works carry traces from the fundamental
gap within the self that cannot be seen but only felt. My workjygfe this huge
expanse, so I’ve started doing painting on muslin. I soak them, I saturate them
with a lot of paint and water and I kind of drape them. The whole idea is that
there’s never one way that they can be shown; they can change all the time. It’s
more about these gestures that are spontaneous, kind of accidental, like they’re
thought out but not trying to he as singular.”
What makes this project ujffijtfe “My hand is verypresent in it, and a lot of
these sp-e motivated from a/very/ paattfffal. idiosyncratic experience. I’m kind
of thinking about these worfijfe building a lexicon or language. I don’t know
people are going to necessarily understapirthat language. With the idea of
this variability, nothingstays the sameaWflof thesg yrorks are interactions, and
theyle unique interactions. jJf
JESSIE KOON · THE SPECTATOR
MEME GARCIA
Theatreand Women and Gender Studies
Fine ArtsDepartmental Honors Project:
“House ofDreams”
“My solo show is about a girl who
struggles to move on from her past. She
builds a house to store all her dreams
and memories but some ofthem are too
scary and dark.To access them she turns
to six major characters from William
Shakespeare’s Canon. She ultimately
finds freedomand redemption from her
dreams.”
What makes this project unique: “It’s
an original solo piece, so I wrote it.
And I am collaborating with awesome
designers [like] Becca Richards (scenic),
Meghan Roche (sound)and Lily McLeod
(lights) to construct a very abstract
world. The piece talks about suicide,
depression, and domestic violence—-
tough topics—using Shakespeare’s texts
as a vehicle of exploration. I play about
10 characters in 25 minutes.”
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Meme Garcia
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Maggie Molloy
MAGGIE MOLLOY
Interdisciplinary Arts with MusicEmphasis
Fine Arts Departmental Honors Project: “From
Painting to Piano: Themes, Dreams, and Color
Schemes in Impressionist Art and Music”
“I’m doing a lecture-recital and research paper on the
primary themes in Impressionist art and music, and
then through an examination of solo piano works
(which I’m performing in my recital), I’m posing an
argument as to why music ultimately was the medium
which best captured the ideals of Impressionism.
The major themes in Impressionism are the human
experience, movement, change and dreams, and my
argument is that these themes are best represented
through music because musical masterpieces are
living and breathing works, which change with each
performance. Plus, unl ike a lot ofthe visual arts, music
actually invites the audience and the performer both
to become part of the artwork itself, which ties in with
the Impressionist theme of the subjective experience
ofreality’
What makes this project unique: “Doing a lecture-
recital is unique because it really combines everything
that I’ve learned throughout college in termsK,pf
performance, research, writing and also analyzing
music through music theory and ear training. Also,
I have a diverse audience so I’ve been trying to find
a way to make the performance and the presentation
engaging both for a general audience who maybe
doesn’t know how to read music, as well as for my
peers who have been studying music with me for the
past fewyears.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF IVVIE SHELLHORN
Ivvie Shellhorn
NICOLE SCHLAEPPI • THE SPECTATOR
IWIE SHELLHORN
Voice and Piano
Fine Arts Departmental Honors Project: “The
Reconciliation of Enlightenment and Catholic
Ideals in Mozart’s Liturgical Music”
“My thesis examines how Mozart exercised creative
power through the patron-client system. Though
he was dependent on the Catholic Church for
his livelihood, he was also a deeply committed
Freemason. In order to integrate his personal vision
into commissioned work,he invented anew Masonic
musical symbolism evident in some of his greatest
operas and masses.”
What makes this project unique: “Mozart lived
on the cusp of the Enlightenment, and his work
reflects that. My project contextualizes Mozart’s
music as a quilt ofmany contrasting values systems.
By understanding the circumstances under which
he composed, we can shake the notion of Mozart
as a “mad genius” and instead appreciate him as the
strategic-minded person he was.”
AARON HAUSER
<£tring Performance
■pj}e Arts Departmental Honors Project: “The State
ofMy Art”
jjjfnopsis: “Currently, 97 percent of the U.S. population
does notcare about classical music. And ofthe 3 percent
that do care, only 1 percent attends classical music
concerts. My project discusses how we’ve gotten to
this point accompanied by a small social experiment/
performance on howwe can address this problem.”
Whatmakes thisproject unique: “Myproject is unique
because it is not geared to people in the “Art Club.” It is
geared to the 97 percent who could care less about my
project. I hope the audience (the majoritywill ultimately
be members of the “Art Club”) will understand that
classical music is becoming more and more irrelevant
as each passing day -goes on and that we must quickly
spend our efforts not in the music, but in our ever
fading audience.”
Aaron Klouzal
June 3, 2015
AARON KLOUZAL
VisualArts and Sociology
Fine Arts Departmental Honors Project: “Queer
Feelings” in collaboration with David Strand
“I’ve been kind of working on the same line of
exploration since high school. It’s always been about
exploring the vividness of unexpected certain human
experiences, like isolating or depressing [experiences],
but in a way that is amplified in a lot of different ways,
like in color.”
What makes this project unique: “It’s hard to be
unique in any aspect of art, especially when I’m
painting because there’s such a long history of people
doing exactly what I’m doing. It’s hard to say that it’s
unique without feeling like I’m being kind of arrogant.
But the personal narratives that I’ve placed into my
work make it unique for me and for audiences that
are not plugged into my stuff. I want [the audience] to
experience [my work] as whatever they interpret it as.”
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
Aaron Hauser
Vikki may be reached at
vavancena@su-spectator.com
JESSIE KOON • THE SPECTATOR
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GET JAZZED ABOUT GUITAR AT SEATTLE U
Jenna Ramesy
Staff Writer
Going to school on Capitol Hill-
one of the biggest cultural hubs
in the state of Washington, if not
the country—is a big deal for a
student musician.
Popular bands and solo artists come
to the neighborhood every weekend,
whether to play a set at Neumos
or a smaller venue like Chop Suey.
Students at Seattle University have
opportunities to see live music all the
time, but they also have the chance
to play it.
While arguably the most well known
musical groups at Seattle U are the
chamber orchestra and choirs, there
is another population of musicians
that has a huge presence on campus:
the guitarists. There are a ton of them,
and they play in a wide variety of
genres and styles. These students can
be found performing at a number of
events throughout the year, including
Battle of the Bands, Scratch, KXSU
live shows and house parties.
For those who want to play in an
academic setting, adjunct professor
Susan Palmer from the music
department teaches guitar lessons
every quarter. Palmer is a Seattle U
alumnus and plays mainly jazz, blues
and rock. She’s been teaching guitar
in Seattle for 15 years, and started at
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With a shared love ofsweet jams, Seattle University boasts an admirablegroup in their Guitar Jam class.
Seattle U in 2006.
“I feel like there are so many cool
things that these musicians do that go
unnoticed by most of the university,”
Palmer said. “I just want people to be
aware of that, because I think it’s a real
bonus to Seattle U to have all these
great musicians.”
Guitar lessons with Palmer are
available to students of any skill level.
The two-credit course combines one-
on-one sessions with Palmer and
sessions with a larger group, where all
ofher students can come together and
play as a band.
“Sometimes [Palmer] provides us
with little gigs on campus, which is
pretty cool,” said sophomore Ray
Molina. “It’s fun, because she knows
what we need to work on, and at
the same time we also get to meet
other guitarists.”
Palmer said she believes the student
musicians she teaches should be
getting more recognition.
“I want to shine a light on the
guitarists here,” Palmer said. “There
is such a variety of wonderful, smart,
creative students.”
Palmer said her lessons are set
up to teach the fundamentals of
contemporary music and to give
students a feel for multiple genres,
including jazz, blues, rock and
country.
“I’ve done lessons for three quarters
now, and we basically get to just jam
together,” said senior Ian Carrick. “I
have a lot of experienceplaying music
with others, but other folks don’t, and
[Palmer] really makes sure everyone
knows how to do that, which is a very
important skill.”
Aside from guitar lessons, there
are a variety of other organizations
student guitarists can get involved
with. The student-run Jazz Club
on campus gives jazz musicians a
chance to practice together and hone
their skills without the pressure of
performing live.
Junior Kelvin Mason, who co-leads
the club, said the size and activity of
the
group changes frequently. Whereas
a few yearsago there were a ton of jazz
musicians on campus wanting to play
with each other, recently the group
has gotten smaller. He said he hopes
to see it grow next year.
“We don’t really do any performances;
it’s just kind of a fun, work on your
chops type thing,” Mason said. “People
who want solos usually get solos,
and we just work on getting songs
up to tempo.”
Seattle U is also home to several
student bands, including Animals in
the Attic, Champagne Babylon and
WRINKLES, who have been heard
at events such as Quadstock and
Battle of the Bands.
Palmer said she tells her students
not to go into the music industry
unless it’s absolutely the only thing
they can do to fulfill themselves.
“It is so competitive, and there are
not a lot [of opportunities] that people
have to compete for,” Palmer said.
“If you have any other passion—any
other thing that can fulfill you—
do that, because you can always do
music alongside that. But for me and
for a handful of my students, music
is in their blood. It’s what they’re
going to do.”
Jenna may be reached at
jramsey@su-spectator.com
FOOD
I SCREAM, YOU SCREAM, WE ALL SCREAM FOR...
Caroline Ferguson
Editor in Chief
Anyone who ends up on Capitol
Hill with an ice cream craving has
some very tough decisions to make.
Over the course of the 2010s,
ten square blocks of Capitol Hill
have played host to a veritable ice
cream renaissance. Of course there’s
Molly Moon’s—one of their massive
scoops on a homemade waffle cone
is practically a rite of passage for
incoming freshmen—but they’re
one among many. There’s Bluebird
and Old School and Cupcake
Royale, there’s D’Ambrosio Gelato
(now operated as a franchise within
Gnocchi Bar) and newbie Kurt’s
Farm Shop and one vegan scoop
shop to come.
Artisan ice cream has been cited as
a 2015 food trend,but Capitol Hill’s
creameries seem to scream that ice
cream will always be a classic.
“Ice cream’s been going on for a
long time. It’s just good,” said Kurt
Timmermeister, whose farm shop
opened in the new Chophouse Row
development earlier this month. His
ice cream is about as small-batch as
it gets, with all the milk and some
of the eggs sourced directly fromhis
Vashon Island farm.
Timmermeister makes his ice
cream base—the mixture of milk,
sugar, cream and eggs that underlies
all specialty ice cream—from
scratch, before stirring in locally-
sourced add-ins like salted plums,
freshmint, and rhubarb.
Many of Timmermeister’s peers
share his passion for local sourcing.
“There are actually lots of other
reasons [aside from the artisan ice
cream trend] we put the thought and
care that we do into our ingredients
and flavors,” said Molly Moon’s
spokeswoman Emilia Arnold in an
emailed statement. “Using locally-
grown ingredients is better for the
environment... it also gives us the
chance to support local farmers.”
As Bluebird Ice Cream’s Josh
Reynolds sees it, responsible
sourcing has one other notable
benefit: taste.
“Ours isn’t cheap ice cream,but it’s
really special. And there’s a time and
a place ifyou want cheap ice cream,
I’m not against it!” Reynolds said.
“But I think Bluebird Ice Cream is
something special because we really
use the best ingredients.
Reynolds cites his shop as one of
the first ofitskind toopen on Capitol
Hill, back in 2009. According to
Reynolds, an uncertain economic
climate is actually good for the ice
cream business.
“It was right at the height of the
recession. Ice cream is a small-
ticket item, and it’s a happy item,”
Reynolds said. “In uncertain times,
it’s a low-priced happy thing that
makes you
feel good.”
Time Magazine also reported an
uptick in ice cream sales nationally
in 2010.
A few other creameries opened
alongside Bluebird, including
Molly Moon’s, which set up shop
just a few months before. Arnold
cited the neighborhood’s density
and diversity as a factor in the
store’s success.
“Our Capitol Hill shop draws
college students, youngprofessionals
on dates, families with kids, school
groups, empty nesters, concert-
goers, you name it,” Arnold said.
OldSchoolFrozen Custard, which
specializes in a high-density version
ofice cream with a high proportion
of egg yolks, also opened just after
the recession.
“Of all the areas that we looked at,
we felt that Capitol Hill was the best
location for a small, independent
type ofbusiness,” said manager and
part-owner Rick Drouet.
While most ofthe hill’s ice cream
shops do surprisingly goodbusiness
in the cold months, they really hit
June 5, 2015
their stride in the summertime.
At Bluebird, the summer will bring
a handful of new collaborations
with local companies like Ballard
Bee Company, as well as a presence
at Capitol Hill Block Party (last year,
that pairing begot a popular new
flavor: A$AP Rocky Road).
As for Molly Moon’s, local farm
collaborations will bring a slew of
special flavors: vegan cherry chunk
with Theo Chocolate and local
cherries, a Skagit Valley blueberry
lemon custard, and a Washington
watermelon sorbet. They also plan
to sponsor KEXP’s Concerts at the
Mural, and will be serving scoops at
shows everyFriday in August.
For Timmermeister, the summer
could bring new flavors and later
nights, but no major plans to expand
beyond his 300-square-foot space.
Carolinemay be contacted at
editor@su-spectator.com
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CRITIC'S CORNER: ‘SAN ANDREAS’
Scott Johnson
Volunteer Writer
When I was in first grade back in
2001,1 experienced my first and only
earthquake. I don’t remember much
of it, except for the teacher shouting
“Remember what we practiced!” over
and over.
That was 14 years ago, and now the
Pacific Northwest is supposedly due
for a massive earthquake. Will it be as
bad as the one in “San Andreas,” the
new disaster film starring Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson? Hopefully not;
but it will definitely be more—ahem—
groundbreaking.
Whoever came up with the idea
to cast The Rock in a movie about
a massive earthquake is either a
marketing genius or a 13-year-
old. Johnson plays Ray Gaines,
a Los Angeles Fire Department
rescue-helicopter pilot caught up
in a—well—rocky marriage, as he
is separated from his wife, Emma
(Carla Gugino) and daughter, Blake
(Alexandra Daddario).
Ray must find a way to San Francisco
with his soon-to-be ex-wife in order
to rescue his daughter from the worst
earthquake ever. Johnson essentially
gets to play himself—a macho,
muscular guy with a heart of gold. He
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delivers most of the film’s one-liners
with hit-or-miss success, but also
gives some truly heartfelt moments
that take you by surprise.
Daddario gives an entertainingly
bold performance as the damsel in
distress, who is actually not in as
much distress as the movie wants you
to think. She is perfecdy capable of
keeping herself alive (due to what her
father has surely taught her), but of
course she can’t possibly save herself
because this is Hollywood —girls can’t
be the heroes, can they?
Anyways, the movie follows a
procedural recipe for disaster films,
with each scene more over-the-top
than the last. The devastation on
screen is massive, and mostly looks the
part, too. Aside from some moments
that look more artificial than the
cheese in a pack of Lunchables, “San
Andreas” delivers on its promise
for destruction. Entire panoramic
views of wide-spread devastation are
spectacular and exciting.
This comes with a caveat—with
basically entire citiesbeing destroyed,
there somehow always manages to be
working technology and cellphones
with which to communicate. Phones
in this movie miraculously survive
through car wrecks and four-story-
long drops in a collapsing building,
but if I drop my phone two feet onto
cement the screen gets completely
obliterated? Yeah, right.
Carla Gugino does a sufficient
job with a script that wasn’t exactly
rife with meaty moments. She is
courageous, forgiving and determined
to rescue her daughter. There are a
couple moments where she seems
to run with the nature of the film,
resulting in some awkward acting, but
it is nothing unforgivable.
Paul Giamatti, who plays a
seismologist named Lawrence, is there
to explain exactly what is going on
with the fault lines and tectonic plates.
These scenes offer a nice respite from
the bombastic collapsing buildings
and random explosions, though
he only seems like an expository
character, not one that has any impact
on the film itself considering that he
has no relationship or contact with the
other main characters at all.
Rounding out the main cast is Hugh
Johnstone-Burt, who plays Ben, a
young man who manages to get stuck
with Blake in her attempts to find
rescue. He and his brother, Ollie (Art
Parkinson), don’t offer a whole lot and
only serve as companions as she waits
for her parents.
San Andreas is hardly an earth-
shatteringly new disaster film. Despite
the fact that it is big, predictable
and raucous, it is still a surprisingly
fun film that somehow manages to
rise above some of the recent rubble
of the disaster genre—though not
without its fair share of plot-holes
and conveniences. “San Andreas”
won’t shake you to your core, but it
also doesn’t destroy the chance for
some enjoyment.
this comes just a
month after an earthquake devastated
Nepal. In order to help out, I am
taking an idea spawned in The Seattle
Times and including a link to the
World Vision website where you can
donate money to help save some lives.
http://donate.worldvision.org/nepal-quake
The editor may be reached at
entertainment@su-spectator.com
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SPORTS
MARINERS TAKE A SWING AND A MISS
AJ Schofield
Volunteer Writer
The Seattle Mariners(24-26) havefaced
a tough stretch of pitching over the
last two series, facing four of the top
10 American League strikeout leaders
over their last five games.
Still, for a team that many national
analysts and talking heads predicted to
reach the World Series, the Mariners
have to do better.
After a disappointing series loss in
Baltimore, Seattle went on to win 2 out
of3 games in Toronto and followedthat
with a three game sweep of the Tampa
Bay Rays.
King Felix delivered arguably his
best performance of the season last
Wednesday by throwing his first
complete game shutout, allowing just
four hits with eight strikeouts. He
improved to 8-1 on the season with
DEMPSEY SETS UP EXTRA TIME WINNER
ChaucerLarson
Staff Writer
SEATTLE—They left it late, but the
Seattle Sounders secured pole position
at the top of MLS after an impressive
victory against the New York Red Bulls.
The Sounders didn’t lead until the
91st minute, when forward Clint
Dempsey arrived late in the box to
square a Tyrone Mears cross to the
substitute Chad Barrett, who tapped in
from close range. It was Barrett who
was ultimately credited with the goal,
but it was the deep, looping cross and
Dempseys intelligent movement that
capped off the Sounders’ comeback.
The Red Bulls took the lead on 36
minutes when a deflected free kick
found its way to Lloyd Sam, who
instinctively headed home from inside
the six-yard box. Sounders goalkeeper
Stefan Frei had the right to be upset
with his defenders in the wall, as they
allowed a relatively weak free kick to
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squirm through to Sam. It was the
first goal the Soundershave conceded
at home since March 14, and it was
a reasonably weak goal to give up
considering the Rave Greens defensive
standards as of late.
Chad Marshall slottedback alongside
Brad Evans in defense, and Dylan
Remick regained his place at left back
after missingout onthe midweek action
against Colorado. Christian Roldan
started on the right ofthe Sounders’
midfield for the second gamerunning,
but it was Marco Poppa on the opposite
flank who once again showed why he
is becoming one of the biggest threats
in the MLS.
At times Poppa was seen dropping
deep, even out regista-ing* the
Sounders’ typical holding player
Osvaldo Alonso. But when Poppa
got the ball, it was clear that the
Guatemalan is really enjoying his
football at the moment. Every step that
he puts his foot on the ball comes with
the win.
The Mariners had struggled at the
plate for most of the night, mustering
just 2 hits through eight innings with
12 strikeouts. A 3 run homerun by
Nelson Cruz broke the tie in the top of
the ninth, giving the Mariners a 3-0 win
and their thirdseries sweep this year.
In true Mariners fashion, any
momentum from the sweep was
quickly lost when Seattle lost 3 out of
4 games to Cleveland upon returning
home from the nine-game road trip.
The first road bump came in game
one of the series, when reigning
American League Cy Young winner
Corey Kluber struck out 13 batters
in his seven innings of work. Seattle
was able to get a few runs off of a Mike
Zunino and Dustin Ackley home runs,
but it wasn’t enough. M’s lose 5-3.
Making matters worse, Mariners
pitcher James Paxton had to leave
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the desire to create, and the hunger to
link up with his attacking teammates.
His confidence and verve saw him
score in his second straight game, this
time an emphatic equalizing strike.
Poppa was played the ball from
Obafemi Martins in space, and
instead of squaring the ball back to
Martins once he entered the box, he
swerved left, right and left again before
smashing a shot past Red Bulls keeper
Luis Robles.
Sounders Head Coach Sigi Schmid
cited Poppas recent emergence to his
willingness to pop up in differentareas
of the field.
“He is a player who is very talented.
Sometimes I want him to be higher
up on the field to expose his talents by
getting in,” Schmid said. “He is getting
more touches in the opponents end of
the field, and that’s what we look for.
Now he’s got a couple of goals, and he
alreadyhas a career high in assists.We
need him to continue toplay that way.”
the game in the fourth inning after
straining aligament in his middle finger
on his throwing hand. Paxton had
been pitching well in May, throwing
20 straight scoreless innings heading
into the Thursday, May28 game.
“I’m trying to stay positive,” Paxton
said. “I’ve just got to do my best to let
it rest and get back as soon as possible.”
Paxton was placed on the 15-day
disabled list and will be re-evaluated
in two weeks time.
“It’s a tough loss,” manager Lloyd
McClendon said. “To think that we’ve
lost our No. 2 and No. 3 starters, that’s
tough. But in this game, nobody feels
sorry for you. You have to make the
adjustments. You have to take the
stand: Next man up. Let’s go.”
Mike Montgomery will likely get the
call up fromTriple A Tacoma to start
in Paxton’s place.
Despite losing the series, the
After three home games this past
week, including a 0-0 draw against
Sporting Kansas City, the Sounders
will head to the Midwest to face SKC
on Saturday June 6.
*Regista is a European term for a
deep lying, holding midfielder who
spreads the vision of play and creates
from just in front of the back line.
The editor maybe reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Mariners had at least one bright spot.
Rookie Taijuan Walker pitched eight
scoreless innings, allowing justtwo hits
with eight strikeouts. TheM’s would go
on to win 2-1, with the lonerun coming
off of closer Fernando Rodney.
The Mariners would gp on to lose
games three and four of the series by
final scores of4-3 and 6-3, respectively.
The Mariners host the Yankees this
week, wrapping up a stretch of 16
straight games.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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STAFF PICKS: A YEAR OF SU SPORTS IN REVIEW
WITH SEATTLE U SPORTS COMING
TO A HEART BREAKING CLOSE IN
THE WAC BASEBALL FINAL, WE
DECIDED TO TAKE A LOOK BACK AT
SOME OF OUR FAVORITE REDHAWK
WINS OF THE YEAR. MEN’S HOOPS
MADE ITS FIRST D1 POSTSEASON
APPEARANCE IN NEARLY HALF A
CENTURY WHILE WOMEN’S SOCCER
REIGNED SUPREME OVER THE WAC
FOR A SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR.
FROM SACRIFICE BUNTS, TO FIFTH
SET KILLS, AND BUZZER BEATERS,
THE REDHAWKS SOARED IN ONE
OF THE MOST SUCCESSFUL YEARS
OF ATHLETICS IN RECENT HISTORY.
(continued on page 21)
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Will McQuilkin, Staff Writer
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ConnorCartmill, Sports Editor
COMEBACK AGAINST
COLORADO (M.
BASKETBALL)
In March, the men’s basketball
team successfullycompleted a second
half comeback to defeat the Colorado
Buffaloes, sending them to the
semifinals of the College Basketball
Invitational. Down nine at the half, the
Redhawks stymied a potent Colorado
offense with excellent defense and
rebounding. Dynamic senior guard
duo Isiah Umipig and Jarell Flora had
a packed Connelly Center roaring
BUNTING IN EXTRAS
(BASEBALL)
During an April 2 match up versus
Sacramento State, Seattle U
Redhawk baseball team put together
a unique eleven-inning effort and
TIME OUT SESSIONS WITH SKYLAR GENGER
Harrison Bucher
Staff Writer
This year, Seattle University’s baseball team experi-
enced its best season of the program’s history. The
team won 31 games and made it to the WAC cham-
pionship series. After winning the first game of the
series Seattle U unfortunately lost the next two, but
there is plenty ofoptimism heading into next year as
there are several players returning including junior
pitcher Skylar Genger.
Genger led the team with 100 innings pitched and
120 strikeouts which ranked him seventh in the na-
tion. He will be looking to build on that success as
the team looks forward to next season.
“My goals for next season are pretty high,” Genger
said. “We have the ability to go back and compete and
win the WAC championship. With the players com-
ing back, our talent level and recruiting has gotten
so much better so we will be hunting for that title.”
Prior to playing baseball for Seattle U, Genger
played Little League baseball in Kent, Washington.
Growing up, he had the opportunity to play with and
against several of his current teammates. He had also
developed a relationship with Seattle U’s baseball
coach from the time that he was 12 years old.
“Going to Seattle University seemed like a priority,”
Genger said. “They don’t just care about your athletic
abilitybut about your family life as well, and howyou
adjust. [They] were really good to not just be about
collected awin that tied them for a first
in the WAC. After sophomore Griffin
Andreychuk completed a wizardly
double play from short to retire the
Hornets in the top of the eleventh, a
Michael McAnn sac bunt would seal
the deal.
HOLDING THE LINECW.
VOLLEYBALL)
For the second night in a row, the
Seattle U volleyball team went above
and beyond the call of dutyto beat the
University of Missouri-Kansas City in
dramatic fashion. Down 12-9 in the
fourth set, the Redhawks rallied to tie
the set at 14-14 thanks in part to an
important kill and a block assist from
sophomore Sydney Schafer, forcing a
fifth set and eventual win.
SEATTLE U MEN 1-0
OREGON STATE
A standoutvictoryfor the Men’steam
this past fall was a solid performance
being here to play sports but to be here to develop
your whole person.”
Along with playing baseball, Genger isalso study-
ing management and is set to earn his degree at the
end of next year. Following graduation, he is hoping
to get into coaching.
“I have been talking with my coaches about the
path they took to get into coaching,” Genger said.
“It’s something I want to do to givebackto the game.”
Harrison Bucher may be reached at
hbucher@su-spectator.com
FAVORITE ATHLETE: Tim Lincecum, San
Francisco Giants
FAVORITE MOVIE: Happy Gilmore
FAVORITE GAME MUSIC: Pink Floyd
against the then No. 24 ranked Oregon
State. Freshman Alex Roldan found
the net forhis first time in this match;
a first half strike that was enough to
secure the win. Following Roldan’s
goal the Redhawks backline showed
true spirit to command the rest of the
match and keep the clean sheet, even
keeping Beaver forwardKhriy Shelton
at bay, who now plays professionally for
New York CityFC.
SEATTLE U WOMEN 2-1
WASHINGTON STATE
The first round NCAA tournament
game saw Seattle U travel to No.
23 ranked Washington State. After
finishing regulation tied 1-1, the game
went into a second overtime period
before midfielder Natasha Howe scored
the game winner, propelling Seattle U
to the second round of the national
tournament. The match gave Seattle U
a well-deserved victory against a top
Pac-12 opponent, and showcased that
JUNE 5, 2014
the program can compete on a national
level. Watch next year as the Women’s
team goes for their third straight
WAC title and birth to the NCAA
tournament.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
After suffering a31 -point loss against
Utah Valley in February, the Redhawk
women’s basketball team would get
the final word on the Wolverines by
knocking them out ofWACtournament
first round in a 64-62 nailbiter. Taelor
Ross was a force on the court, scoring
22 points, grabbing 14 boards, rejecting
five shots, and taking three steals in her
fourth double-double ofthe year.
Editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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AN ODE TO GRADUATING
(SPEC)TATOR TOTS
Tothe graduating Spectator staff: You have beenwith me through it all. You guided
me when I was a volunteer writerwith a healthy fear of the editors I would soon
call my friends. As a staff writer you encouraged me to pursue the stories that
piqued my curiosity—and sometimes rage. You trusted me as the news editor
to tailor the section to reflect the values of Seattle University, and now you have
left the responsibility of the newspaper in my hands as incoming editor in chief.
I have moved rapidly from being a staff writer, to news editor, to incoming
incoming editor in chief all within one academic year and I want to thankall of
you who have equipped me with the tools to handle this exciting, and sometimes
heavy, role.
Joe Brand: I doubt I will be able to find your special brand of wit and sass
anywhere else. Maggie Molloy: Your earnest passion for the arts is inherentwithin
your accomplishments both within and outside of the newspaper. Sierra Houk:
Your work ethic and talent never cease to impress me. Harrison Bucher: Thank
you for your consistency and enthusiasmwith the stories you wrote thoughout
theyears. Alyssa Brandt: Thankyou for your ability to materialize even the most
insane design requests. Bianca Sewake: Your constructive advice has helped
me with more than justmy writing. Mason Bryan: Thank you for continusouly
pushing me to challenge my assumptionsand ask the tough questions. To Caroline
Ferguson: You contributed greatly to my deeper understanding ofthe implications
in gendered and racial writing.
Thankyou all for being my colleagues, mentors, and friends. Thankyou for
empowering me to use my words to lift up the voices of the those less heard, for
giving me confidence to pursue the stories that need attention, and giving me
the tools to handle this new role. Seattle University is about educating the whole
person—for me, you have contributed immesurably to that end.
The Spectator editorial boardconsists ofCaroline Ferguson, Bianca Sewake, Mason Bryan, Melissa Lin, Maggie Molloy, Connor Cartmill, Collin Overbuy, Nicole Schlaeppi, and AlyssaBrandt. Signed commentaries reflect the opinions
ofthe authors and not necessarily thoseofThe Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily theviews ofSeattle University.
Farewell, ‘Tatortots.
—Melissa Lin, News Editor, Incoming Editor in Chief
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO SEE IN THE NEWSPAPER NEXT YEAR?
“Opinion articles.”
- Jesse Batstone, sophomore
“Students comics”
- Will Green, sophomore
OPINION
FIRST SMALL VICTORY IN
ONE BIG BATTLE
After several months of unrest, students and staff against the OMA and ISC
merger won a small victory. Michele Murray sent out an email early this week
announcing the delay ofthe merger, stating that it would be paused until further
student input was received in the fall.
As a student that utilizes OMA’s services on occasion, I am pleased by the delay
of the merger. Although the Division of Student Development was hopeful for
positive change, homogenizing two spaces on campus is not the solution. These
offices are a haven to the students who use them; they hold the power of safe
space and create a community within the larger SU atmosphere. I do not see a
credible benefit of merging the two offices—rather than adding services, it feels
as though Seattle Universitywould be simplifying services and taking the power
of the spaces away.
Through participating in critical discussions about race and gender issues on
this campus, I have come to realize that recent student discussions are not solely
about the merger. The climate of our campus is problematic. I have heard several
alarming stories regarding racial and gender biases in the classrooms and student
organizations. We cannot continue to move forward as is. Seattle University is
focused on diversityand social justice—what does it look like for us to radicalize
our spaces to better reflect these values?
Yes, delaying the merger is a small step in the right direction. But the
administration, staff, students and the campus in general have a long way to go
in creating a positive and welcoming environment for all marginalized voices
on this campus.
—Courtney Decker, StaffDesigner
“Coloring pages!!”
- Melissa Diloretto, sophomore
“Short stories.”
- Caleb Saied, sophomore
AUDREY MALLINAK* THE SPECTATOR
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QI
notice you have a scar. What happened and can you
• speak to resilience?
AWoah
okay, yes, I confirm that this is true. I’ve been sitting on
• this one in my inbox for a while. Resilience is taxing when people
• acknowledge the scar instead ofthe interiordamage that it repre-
sents. When I was a freshman at SU, I was hit by a drunk driver
at 100 mph and was in a comatose, seizured, hemorrhaged, and multi-frac-
tured state. I wish I could tell you some wild epiphanies, but what comes to
mind is that people can be awful and the justice system is a drag. But here’s
this: spend time with the people who deserve it, and don’t with people who
bring you down, don’t respect you, or cause you anxiety about interacting
with. It’s cool to be friendly, approachable, curious, and empathetic. Spend
time on yourself and do things you enjoy because you enjoy them. Try to
befriend yourself, but recognize that some days you may dislike being you,
and that’s okay. Try to be adaptable because sh*t can change real fast and it’ll
be easier on you ifyou are. I dunno, that’s all I’ve got right now, so let me
know ifyou want insight on something more specific.
Q% Shout out to the 18yo virgin! I didn’t lose my virginity until 20 at• SUandfrankly I would have been okay with waiting even longer.
It was something I was really eager to get done too and I jumped
on it as soon as the option was there. But doing itfor the wrong reasons left a
bad vibe to it all and I really wish I had waited (possibly even longer).
A Yeah! Cool thing when anons reach out to each other, and Itotally agree with healthy vibing instead of feeling stressed to
“get it done”. There’s some wack pressure on women on being
virginal but non-prudish (but also not a tease or a slut), so it’s best to be im-
permeable to it and do what feels good for you (and is safe, obvi). Especially
because virginity is a hetero-normative social construct that only really ap-
plies to women to try to convince you that something is differentabout you
post-penetration... Ugh, anyway, female sexualityhas long been controlled
and manipulated and one of the best ways to resist societal pressure is to act
with autonomy, rationality, and compassion.
HAGS!
Emily
To submit an anonymous question, visitguidance-counselor.tumblr.com
THE GUIDANCE
COUNSELOR
Emily is not a licensedguidance counselor,
but neither was Ann Landers.
Q
Should I shave my head? I’m a girl.
| Have you ever done it?
A:
Yes, me too, and no.
by Emily August
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
June 4, 2015 marks the one-year anniversary of the union election for adjunct
and contingent faculty here at Seattle University. One year of obstruction, delay,
and intimidation by the university administration. They have denied our right
to form a union, appealed the multiple court decisions that upheld our right,
and forced our ballots to be impounded, uncounted, for an entire year.
When adjunct and contingent faculty announced our decision to hold a union
election, and expressed our desire to form a union that would represent our
interests in contract negotiations with the university, the administration had a
choice. They could have responded by remaining neutral in the process. They
could-have welcomed the opportunity to work more closely with faculty who
have been largely shut out of the university’s mechanisms of self government.
Unfortunately, that was not their decision.
Instead, the SU administration turned this into a confrontational and
antagonistic process. They hired a well-known union busting law firm to contest
our very right to form a union. They used every communication medium
available to make it clear to us they did not want us to form a union. And they
did all ofthis in direct opposition to Catholic teaching on social justice, which is
crystal clear: all workers, in every profession, have an inalienable right to form
unions, and unions themselves serve an essential function in the work of social
justice. Employers have a duty to provide just compensation to workers, and to
respect the basic human rights of their employees.
We seek to exercise our inalienable rights, and to bargain with the
administration to improve student learning conditions at Seattle University, an
institution we loveand respect. As Catholic teaching also makes clear, however,
the institution must not set itself above the human beings -that constitute it.
Our goal is to make Seattle University stronger, and to address long-standing
grievances that no other process has adequately confronted. Yet so far, the
administration has treated us like outsiders trying to claim something we do
not deserve.
It has been a year of struggle and success for adjunct and contingent faculty
at Seattle University, but it is not over yet. We call upon the administration to -
finally drop its last appeals against our right to form a union. Count our votes.
Sit down and bargain with us in good faith. Show the community that social
justice at SU applies not only to good works we perform off campus, but also to
how the institution treats its own people every day.
Sincerely,
Organizing Committee, ACTogether
Michael Ng, History | Julie Harms-Cannon, Sociology | Anne Hepfer, English
Language & Culture Bridge | Louisa Edgerly, Communication | Ben Stork, Film
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